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With neat diagram, derive the CE amplifier parameters using approximate analysis.
Obtain the expressions for current gain, voltage gain, input impedance and output
impedance of CB amplifier using simplified hybrid model.

OR
Draw the circuit diagram of a single stage RC coupled Amplifier and discuss the
steps used for designing it.

b Determine Voltage Gain, Current Gain, Input resistance and Output resistance for a 6M
CE amplifier using NPN transistor with hi. : 1200Q, h," : 0, hn - 36 and hu. : 2 x
l0-6 mhos, RL:2.5kQ and Rs: 500f) (neglect the effect of biasing circuit).

luNrr-rrl
3 Derive the expressions for the hybrid zr parameters gm, gb,e, gb,c, 166,and gse. t2N{

OR
4 a Short circuit CE current gain of a transistor is 25 at a frequency of 2MHz.If fB is 6M

200KHz Calculate (i) fi.(ii) hr'. (iii) Find lAil at frequency of lOMHz and l00MHz.
b Derive the expression for cut off frequencies fo, fB and f1. 6M

Describe different methods used for coupling multistage amplifiers with their lzN{
frequency response.

OR
a What is Darlington Connection? Mention the advantages of Darlington Pair 4M

Amplifier.
b With diagram, derive the expression for current gain and input resistance of 8M

Darlington amplifier.

7 a Derive the expressions of input and output resistances for Voltage Series FBA.
b Determine the input and output resistances of Current Shunt feedback amplifier.

OR
8 a With neat diagram, explain Hartley Oscillator and derive the expression for 6M

frequency of oscillation.
b Discuss Colpitts Oscillator and obtain the expression for frequency of oscillation.
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9 a Describe Higher order harmonic distorlion by five point method.
b With neat diagram e'rplain Push Pull Class B Power Amplifier and derive

maximum efficiencv.
OR

With circuit diagram, explain the stagger tuning operation. Give necessary graph.
Explain the stability considerations of a tuned amplifier.
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